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A B O U T U S

GOST GROUP is a vigorously growing supplier of expert services and IT solutions: from 
analytics and consulting to business applications development and complex automation 
of business.

Our mission is to help our clients to balance business processes, use innovative technologies 
to maximize their business efficiency, and develop the potential of their partners and 
employees.

Our solutions are innovative multifunctional applications for public authorities and 
companies working in power, fuel and energy, manufacturing, trading, healthcare, housing 
and other spheres.

Our company represents a close-knit team of professionals with perennial experience in 
completion of business consulting projects and implementation of innovative technologies 
in major Russian and international companies.

We use individual and flexible approach to our customer relationships, which allows to 
solve tasks of any complexity both efficiently and to the highest quality standards.

Full scope of services on design, implementation, maintenance 
and modernization of information systems based on Oracle, SAP, 
1C, and Microsoft software

Expert consulting – our professionals are ready to join the pro-
ject at any moment during various stages of the project cycle to 
perform specific tasks

Process audit of information systems operating efficiency, as-
sessment of the level of automation of enterprise’s business 
processes

Architecture design for complex solutions and systems integra-
tion in heterogeneous environments

Consulting on optimization and decrease of ownership costs of 
information systems

Service maintenance and exploitation support for information 
systems

Implementation of innovative technologies, which allow to en-
sure higher efficiency of automation solutions

Design of IT-infrastructure and supply of equipment to build 
highly productive data processing centers.

Mobile applications (iOS, Android)

access from any mobile device

unified database of all enterprise 
operations

online reports and analytics

operation in “thin client” mode 
(does not require system 
installation by the user)

functionality configuration 
depending on employee’s position

user friendly and intuitive interface

reliable data storage platform

integration with third party 
software

notifications setup (e-mail, SMS, 
mobile apps)

task completion tracking 

E AC H S Y S T E M  
F E AT U R E S:

W E O F F E R: 
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S E R V I C E S

Our company offers wide range of consulting services, assistance in solution of complicated and 
untypical tasks. Our services can be provided as a package, as well as in separate highly specialized 
niches.

We offer proven solutions to our clients, based on our perennial experience in provision of services, 
modern methods and extensive expertise in the industry.

Our professionals will not only develop, but also help you to timely deploy new methods and tools 
using modern information technologies, which allow you to achieve the planned results, overcome 
difficulties, develop competitive advantages and increase your business efficiency.

B U S I N E S S CO N S U LT I N G 
Our specialists have perennial experience in enterprise management and ready to provide you 
with a scope of business consulting services. Increase of revenues, cost savings, efficient enterprise 
management, streamlined work of employees – this is just a short list of our clients’ gains. We provide 
a complex of consulting services to solve various business administration tasks:

•	 complex	diagnostics	of	financial	and	
business operations

•	 implementation of planning and budgeting 
system oriented to achieve the set goals and 
key performance indicators (KPI)

•	 implementation	of	the	financial	
management system at the enterprise, 
including setup of document processing 
system and business process optimization

•	 improvement of the cost management 
and evaluation of possibilities for cost 
optimization (including elements of process 
audit and cost analysis)

•	 tax planning and tax consulting

•	 consulting on issues of reorganization, 
restructuring, and optimization of 
organizational structures and personnel

•	 business planning for the development of 
separate business areas; development of 
complex enterprise-wide business plans; 
execution of feasibility studies

•	 consulting on issues related to the 
organization	of	project	financing

Advantages to our Clients as a result of services provided: 

•	 cost savings and implementation of a new 
system	for	reallocation	of	financial	resources

•	 better	justification	of	managerial	decisions

•	 development of the current planning system

•	 development of motivation and incentive 
systems for executives

•	 unification	of	plans	of	all	divisions	within	
the enterprise

•	 payroll costs planning

•	 development of the optimal model for 
production standardization and cost 
planning, preliminary control of expenses, 
analysis of deviations from established 
standards

•	 improvement of the mechanism for 
managing deviations of actual costs from 
target costs

•	 development of the cost management 
strategy
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T E C H N O LO G I CA L CO N S U LT I N G
Our company offers full range of services on design, deployment, maintenance and modernization 
of information systems based on Oracle, SAP, 1C, and Microsoft software. Besides complex services, 
our experts are ready to join the project at any moment during various stages of the project cycle to 
perform specific tasks.

We offer our clients the following technological consulting services:

•	 Process audit of information systems 
operating	efficiency,	assessment	of	the	
level of automation of enterprise’s business 
processes

•	 Architecture design for complex solutions 
and systems integration in heterogeneous 
environments

•	 Configuring	standard	functionality	of	
information	systems	for	the	specifics	of	a	
particular enterprise’s business processes

•	 Optimization and decrease of ownership 
costs of information systems

•	 Programming, solving problems, which are 
not covered by standard functionality of 
information systems

•	 Service maintenance and exploitation 
support for information systems

•	 Implementation of innovative technologies, 
which	allow	to	ensure	higher	efficiency	of	
automation solutions

Our professionals practice individual and flexible approach when communicating with the Clients, 
which allows to solve tasks of any complexity in both efficient and quality manner.

H R CO N S U LT I N G
People are the core of any business. Therefore it is very common that human element significantly 
affects the stability and dynamics of the company development. Our experts have in-depth perennial 
experience in human resource management and can help you decrease the negative effect of such 
human element, and they will provide you with all necessary consultancies, offer optimal solutions for 
current and potential HR-related issues.

We provide an integrated package of HR-consulting services, which corresponds with all needs of 
companies willing to most effectively use the potential of their employees:

•	 Determination of HR-management strategy 
and system

•	 Establishment	of	the	efficient	incentive	
system for motivation of employees

•	 Monitoring of market wage rates

•	 Optimization of payroll costs

•	 Establishment of the system for the 
development of employees’ potential

•	 Assessment	of	personnel	efficiency

•	 Talent pool formation

•	 Human resources market research

•	 Corporate culture design

•	 Staff recruitment

•	 Staff evaluation

•	 HR audit

Advantages to our Clients as a result of services provided:

•	 Increased individual contribution of each 
employee to the company operations

•	 Increased	overall	efficiency	of	company	
operations

•	 Payroll and incentive system, which 
corresponds with the current situation at 
the labor market and company development 
perspectives
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S TA F F R E C R U I T M E N T
We specialize in recruitment of professionals, mid-level managers, executives and 
top managers in the following areas:

•	 Finances, accounting and managerial reporting

•	 Marketing, sales

•	 Information technologies

Our specialists have perennial experience in staff recruitment. In our work we use large specialized and 
continuously updated database and successfully collaborate with popular online resources and portals. 
By contacting us you can be sure that you’ll find the necessary employee, who perfectly fits the profile 
requirements, with minimal efforts and in a timely manner.
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C LO U D-B A S E D S O L U T I O N S

Need for dynamic business development in a highly competitive environment forces business owners 
to continuously increase efficiency of funds disposal. Willing to avoid expensive investments in IT-
infrastructure, companies increasingly pay attention to cloud technologies, which allow for almost 
immediate return on investments.

Cloud solutions have relatively low cost of purchase, deployment and maintenance. Unlike traditional 
IT solutions, cloud services can adopt faster to business requirements and can scale in accordance 
with your company’s growth dynamics.

We offer the following portfolio of services in the area of cloud technologies to our 
clients:

•	 Implementation of cloud solutions based on Google, SAP and Microsoft services

•	 Design and development of specialized cloud solutions

•	 Visualization of IT-infrastructure

•	 Creation	of	the	virtual	office

M O B I L E  S O L U T I O N S

Until quite recently PC or notebook was necessary to access internet, but today you only need a 
mobile phone or a tablet. Rapid development of mobile internet triggered the new communication 
format: “any time any place”. New opportunities propel business to the new level, increase efficiency of 
employees’ work, and allow offering companies’ products and services directly “into the hands” of their 
customers – to their mobile phones.

We help our clients to keep up with the time and solve business tasks in mobile environment, create 
applications for mobile devices based on iOS, Android, and Windows Phone.

We offer the following services in the area of mobile solutions:

S O L U T I O N S

•	 Design of specialized mobile applications

•	 Integration with corporate systems, databases and web-services

•	 Integration of mobile apps with mapping services (GIS), social networks, SMS,  
e-mail, GPS and other public services

•	 Modernization of existing mobile applications
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E N T E R P R I S E  R E S O U RC E P LA N N I N G (E R P)

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) system is a corporate information system that automates core 
business processes on the enterprise-wide level. ERP system ensures unified information space, 
integrates company departments and functions into the unified system, where all company employees 
work with a unified database, which significantly increases efficiency of internal information flows of 
the company. 

Standard ERP system consists of functional modules, which automate the following 
business processes:

•	 accounting and tax accounting

•	 procurement, warehouse and logistics 
management

•	 manufacturing process management

•	 sales operations management

•	 financial	management

•	 human resource management

•	 customer relationships management

ERP system deployment presumes optimization of company’s business processes, 
changes in its employees’ operating procedures. As a result of the deployment of 
the ERP system, company gains the following benefits: 

•	 increase of transparency and manageability 
of the core business processes

•	 decrease in inventory turnover rates

•	 timely inventory replenishment

•	 increase of working capital turnover

•	 decrease of surplus stock and number of 
unscheduled procurements

•	 efficient	control	over	the	material	
consumption

•	 increased	pricing	efficiency

•	 reduction	of	term	for	preparation	of	financial	
reporting

Our company provides full scope of services on implementation and maintenance 
of ERP systems based on SAP and 1C software.
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Solutions for enterprise performance management runs the gamut of tasks in strategic, financial, 
marketing and operational management of the company and ensures automated support for such 
managerial tools as strategy modeling, balanced scorecards, process oriented planning and activity 
based costing, budgeting and business modeling, consolidated managerial reporting and analysis, 
monitoring of key performance indicators related to the strategy.

To manage efficiency, the efficient integrated business platform is required, featuring powerful 
analytical functions and full support of planning, budgeting and consolidation, which all together 
constitute a unified toolset and use the same data. There is a need for a system that formalizes 
and systemizes management processes, integrates management system with financial and business 
operations, ensures that entire company understands the state of its business.

We specialize on implementation of EPM solutions based on the software by SAP – 
world leader in the market of solutions for business analytics:

•	 SAP Strategy Management (SAP SM)

•	 SAP Business Planning and Consolidation 
(SAP BPC)

•	 SAP Financial Consolidation (SAP FC)

•	 SAP Business Objects (SAP BO)

•	 SAP	Profitability	и	Cost	Management

•	 SAP Business Information Warehouse  
(SAP BW)

•	 SAP High-Performance Analytic Solutions 
(SAP HANA)

Our company offers the following solutions for performance management and 
business analytics:

•	 System of automated planning and budgeting

•	 System	of	financial	consolidation	in	accordance	with	the	requirements	of	Russian	accounting	
standards	and	international	standards	of	financial	reporting	(IFRS,	GAAP)

•	 System of business analytics on key performance indicators of operations based on the 
enterprise data warehouse



I N D U S T RY S O L U T I O N S 
B Y G O S T	G ROU P
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GOST AIS ENERGOUCHET1

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

Automated information system “Energouchet” is a specialized solution within the limits of the Federal Law 
№261 dated November 23, 2009 “On energy saving and increase of energy efficiency and on introducing 
amendments to certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation”. 

Main purpose of AIS “Energouchet” is to automate the control of execution of the Government program 
of the Russian Federation on energy saving, accounting for utility expenses, real-time preparation of 
reports on utility payments under expenditure item №223, as well as automation of development and 
implementation of energy saving programs.

This system allows to coordinate events on energy saving and increase of energy efficiency in public and 
commercial organizations.

Tool for compliance with 
the Law №261-FZ that 
stimulates energy supply 
companies to increase the 
quality of energy supplies

Report on execution of 
energy saving events and 
energy inspections

Capability to forecast 
heat power and water 
consumption.

Specification of all 
parameters of accounting 
meters and lighting spots 

Preparation of key indicators 
on energy savings – reports 
and analytics

Actuality of populated 
databases – possibility 
to quickly response to 
information and emergency 
alerts

Optimization of energy 
consumption by means of 
automated management and 
regulation

Common databases of all 
businesses of Moscow; 
suppliers of energy and 
water resources; contracts; 
energy saving events and 
accounting meters

Display of business units on 
an interactive map.

•	 Increase of transparency of power supply expenses

•	 Employment of extrabudgetary funds from energy 
service companies due to increase of investment 
attractiveness of the objects, which have the 
system installed

•	 Automation of regulated reporting

•	 Tool	to	comply	with	the	Law	№261-FZ,	which	
stimulates resource supplying organizations to 
increase	the	quality	of	supplied	fuel	and	energy	
resources

•	 Competent energy saving management

•	 System implementation in all executive authorities 
of Moscow, budget savings amounted up to about 
500 million rubles per year.

GIS Energy 
Efficiency  
(GIS EE)

Regional level

Federal level

Automated workplace  
“Energy efficiency  

monitoring. Regulated 
Reporting” (ARM MEERO)

GOST AIS 
Energouchet

Data gathering system  
(Automatic system for commercial 

accounting of power consumption ASKUE)

ECGL and energy 
management controllers

Energy accounting 
meters
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GOST DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

This system of digital document management performs tasks in connection with automation of 
record-keeping activities and allows to develop highly productive Solutions for wide variety of 
processes on digital documents processing, including complicated business processes and applied 
tasks. System creates Applications for processing of specific data for particular organizations and 
documents.

Exclusive requirements for the electronic data management system we designed is to ensure 
capacity for thousands of users and support of distributed multiple-server Solutions, as well as 
capacity to create unified digital archive of the organization.

System allows to automate the workflow management process and consists of six modules: 
“Information” (online notification of employees), “Tasks/Briefings/Meetings” (task setting and 
task completion statistics), “Human Resources Department” (common database of employees, 
reports on vacations and business trips), “Control Department” (online work with controlled 
objects), “Document Management” (Automation of company document management, coordination 
of all documents/inquiries/decrees/instructions via mobile devices), “Customer and Contractor 
Relationship Management” (CRM) (common customer database, controls of managers’ work)

Common databases for 
employees, customer 
relationships 

Statistics for timeliness 
of task completion

Online notification 
of employees

•	 Increased	efficiency	of	appointments	completion

•	 Increase of transparency and optimization of business processes

•	 Decreased risks of “human effect” occurrence

•	 Acceleration of document acceptance/processing cycle

•	 Increased	quality	of	employees’	work

•	 Faster	and	higher	quality	decision	making

Document is delivered 
to the company 
in digital form

Director sends the 
digital document to his 
subordinates for approval

Executor receives the 
document and sends 
it back after completing 
the tasks

2
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GOST EXPEDITOR 

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

GOST Expeditor is the specialized software designed for automation of all processes of the transportation company. 
This software provides a unified database on all carriers and clients, allows to create and send offers, schedule 
meetings, register incoming calls and attach them to a specific contact.

GOST Expeditor system features a convenient data search engine and allows to trace the full history of communications, 
segment contractors and clients by various criteria (turnover, type of services, order frequency, etc.).

GOST Expeditors automatically processes incoming requests, thus allowing to register a request in the system, 
input information on suppliers and transportation costs, locations of departure, processing and destination, loading 
gage and other parameters of the cargo. Our software assists in calculating original cost of transportation using 
historical data from similar requests.

GOST Expeditor allows to automate the cargo processing: set the transportation parameters, select and appoint 
vehicles or trains, plan and add deliveries to the schedule. 

System provides features to form and manage the package of services. When planning the logistics chain, you 
can define additional services (insurance, customs clearance, care and custody, etc.) that your company offers to 
its clients on each particular stage or related to the entire delivery route. GOST Expeditor allows to form several 
services into a single package, which simplifies the delivery planning process.

Common database of all 
contractors

Tracing of vehicles 
on the map using 
GLONASS and GPS 
navigation systems

Statistics on inventory and 
shipping for any period

Online notifications 
for partners on 
requests to their 
cities

Capacity for warehouse 
management using the 
barcode system

Capability to manage 
critical parameters

•	 Increased	quality	of	vehicles	control

•	 Increased	quality	of	services	provided

•	 Time	savings	in	requests’	acceptance	and	
distribution processes

Excess goods are 
recorded as the “left-
over stock” 

Automatic execution 
and printing of the 
shipping request

“Sent  
to the client”

Financial 
processing of the 
shipping list

Confirmation of cargo 
receipt by the partner, 
comment on its 
conditions

3

•	 Increase	of	transparency	level	and	quality	
of business	processes

•	 Quick access to the history of 
communications with clients

•	 Increased competitive advantages
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G O S T LO G I S T I C S

Client base (CRM)

Software solution GOST Logistics is designed for execution of the scope of tasks when 
organizing transport logistics and for automation of freight traffic processes, including 
accounting for all freight characteristics, route planning, accounting for vehicles.

GOST Logistics creates a unified integrated logistics system for all shipping participants 
and allows to coordinate all parts of transportation and distribution chain for all types 
of shipments. Solution provides for strict control of freight traffic flows, and simplifies 
document execution procedures. 

Common database of all 
vehicles with the capability 
to specify many parameters

System accessible from 
anywhere in the world

Online notification of 
employees

Dispatcher alert in case 
of planning parameters 
infractions, capability to edit 
previously created trips, to 
add and delete requests 

Successful integration with 
all popular solutions for 
vehicle traffic monitoring

Setup of schedule that 
affects the algorithm of 
automatic routing, which 
allows to solve the most 
complex tasks depending 
on established goals and 
existing constraints

All managers use the system in 
a consistent way

Managers’ work efficiency is 
assessed online

Quick search of clients and 
agencies

•	 Time savings due to selection of optimal route  
parameters and delivery methods, route organization

•	 Optimization of costs of freight delivery

•	 Avoidance of unauthorized vehicle use

•	 Correct calculation of delivery time

•	 Increased	quality	of	customer	service

•	 Increased reliability of operations

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

4

Automatic 
execution

Vehicle movements 
are shown on the 
dispatcher’s map

Personnel is 
automatically 
formed from 
the employees 
database

Manual and 
automatic route 
amendments
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G O S T T E N A N T O N L I N E

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

Implementation of the GOST Tenant-Online solution allows to increase the quality of real 
estate management, automate processes of operating, maintaining and providing rental 
services.

This software solution allows to:

decrease time losses related to document management transactions  
(document preparation, execution of amendment agreements and contracts);

improve payment and accrual methods;

control the accounting of all transactions related to the property rental;

show data on financial transactions related to rental relations and receive 
information on costs of property operation and maintenance;

form reports on property accounting;

forecast results of rental operations (setup and storage of system’s user reports, 
export to various formats).

Database of all contractors, 
agencies, contracts, services 
and employees

Broad picture of 
rental business 
operations on 
interactive floorplan 
online

Automated preparation of 
all types of reports and 
analytics in online mode

Renter’s dashboard

Calendar of activity that 
allows to evaluate efficiency 
of managers’ work and 
analyze history of client 
relations

•	 Increased	quality	of	services	
provided

•	 Time savings when selecting 
optimal parameters of real estate 
or facilities

•	 Increase of transparency level and 
quality	of	business	processes

•	 Quick access to the history of 
communications with clients

•	 Capability to access current 
financial	information	with	
additional features to execute 
additional analytics

•	 Increased speed of calculation 
procedures due to automatic 
calculation of rental fees in 
accordance with accrual methods, 
currency and rates as set forth in 
the contract

5

«Prospect»

yes

no

Contract  
preparation

User account: 
account balance, 
rental rate, 
payment reminder

Cancellations

Online selection of 
various services (legal 
advise, window washing, 
internet connection, etc.), 
information on previously 
ordered services
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G O S T T I C K E T T E R M I N A L S

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

T I C K E T B O O K I N G I N  J U S T A F E W S T E P S

System automates the process of ticket sales for all types of events via terminals. System 
is ideal for sports events, theaters, cinemas, concerts, exhibitions, etc. Movie ticket sales 
are registered in the unified federal automated information system on film showings 
“Digital Movie Ticket”. Sales are completed via terminals, where one can select, pay for and 
immediately receive a ticket in both digital and print form.

Unified database of all 
tickets sold

Intuitive interface in various 
languages

Individual id for every 
ticket protects against 
forgeries

Automatic forming of 
reports, statistics of tickets 
sold

•	 Increase of event attendance by tourists

•	 Time savings during event selection

•	 Convenient and easy to use

•	 Increased sales levels

•	 Increased customer service levels

Electronic tickets guarantee 
the service even if a printed 
ticket is lost

Selection of cultural event by 
category (concerts, theatres, 
galleries, tours, etc.)

Order parameters  
confirmation

Payment in cash  
or by credit card

Paper and electronic tickets

Event summary, photos, videos and 
other important information

Purchase processing based on core 
parameters (date, price, number of 
tickets). Event location is shown on 
the map

Detailed event information

1

4

2

5

3

6

6
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G O S T M E D I A S P H E R E

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

Software solution GOST Mediasphere is a fully programmed solution, which allows to consolidate and 
manage an entire production cycle of a media company. It’s not just a complex automation system, but 
rather a core to create a modern management infrastructure, which allows for continuous development, 
growing of new opportunities, following new needs and trends of the fast-changing market.

GOST Mediasphere is an expansion of ERP – enterprise resource management system, which 
consolidates all corporate assets and integrates internal and external managerial data across the 
entire company by using “seamless and intellectual” operating processes.

As a 100% programming solution, GOST Mediasphere allows to control all processes and expenses 
within the company, which major goal is to integrate all information flows of the company and 
ensure optimal data exchange between divisions. Thanks to the GOST Mediasphere software 
solution, organization receives an opportunity to use a single system for management of: production 
departments (newsroom, production, post-production, broadcasting, etc.) and administrative resources 
(long-term and media planning, customer relationship management system, business analytics).

Simultaneous system use by 
all managers, maintaining 
the common database of 
contractors, and record of all 
changes

Information about 
employees (personal files, 
contacts), job positions, 
geographic scope of 
media operations, types 
of contractors, banner 
formats, brands, pages, types 
of rotation, booking and 
calculations

Automatic drafting of 
commercial offers for 
clients taking into account 
all terms and conditions of 
advertisement providing

Register of all discount 
specials, seasonal 
coefficients, surcharges, 
placement formats

Capacity to recover data for 
any past date

Calendar of activities allows 
to evaluate the efficiency of 
employees’ performance

Viewing grid creation in 
several clicks

•	 Increase of transparency and 
optimization of business processes 
related to ads sales

•	 Decreased risks of “human effect” 
occurrence 

•	 Increased	quality	of	employees’	work

•	 Increases plan execution cycle

•	 Provides opportunity to receive any 
analytical reports

•	 Saves	time	on	requests	processing

7

Selection of sponsor 
packages and their 
amounts. Marking them as 
“potentially bought” in the 
viewing grid

Selection of advertising 
placement on website 
pages

Selection of advertising 
placement on covers and 
spread pages

Clients selects from 
options of advertising 
campaign build-up

Adding customer to the 
counter-agent database

Automatic drafting of the contract, 
approvals by legal advisor, 
accountant, commercial and general 
directors

Granting “sold” status to the 
sponsorship package, automatic 
execution of commercial proposals 
and their delivery to the client

Payment processing and 
broadcasting of the advertisement, 
or publishing the ad on the internet 
or in the magazine in accordance 
with the contract
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G O S T CO N S T R U CT I O N  
P RO J E CT S M A N AG E M E N T

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

Companies today invest up to 30% of their revenues in modern development of construction automation 
systems. System GOST Construction Projects Management allows to create unified information space, 
which consolidates data on contractors, clients, materials and projects.

With our system:

You can plan production and supplies by using convenient planning tools. Let our system to 
automatically prepare reports, use its search and analysis capabilities. Control company operational 
processes by using monitoring tools; manage financial operations by using the capabilities of the 
financial subsystem.  You can plan your company resources by using interactive reports, control 
construction projects from anywhere in the world via web-based reports.

Our System allows you to timely react on changes in the construction process. Finally, you can secure 
all your data from unauthorized access. Our System provides features to account for specialized 
machinery and vehicles.

Common databases of all 
orders, clients, branches, 
contractors, contracts, 
materials with records of 
all changes

Geo-information module 
showing all projects 
under construction on 
an interactive map

Safety

Wide analytics capabilities 
in form of diagrams, graphs, 
tables

Binding with 1C 

Remote control of construction 
projects and online project profitability 
assessment from headquarters

Tasks for employees of 
headquarters and branches Authorized personnel of the 

branches explain the task to 
contractors and regularly update 
data on project execution

Access via mobile 
devices

•	 Decreased risks of disruption of 
construction deadlines

•	 Increased	quality	of	planning	of	
project deadlines and budgets

•	 Increased	quality	of	completed	
projects

System allows to 
clearly control access 
for headquarters and 
branches

•	 Increased	construction	management	efficiency

•	 Increased	control	and	quality	of	communications	
with contractors and partners

•	 Decrease of lost earnings share

8
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G O S T M A N U F ACT U R I N G  
A U TO M AT I O N

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

Complex automation of manufacturing operations is one of the most efficient and functional tools 
to systemize key business processes of the manufacturing enterprise. System GOST Manufacturing 
Automation allows for timely and quality automation of any production operations, regardless of the 
industry specifics. Using our solution, enterprise management receives an opportunity to establish 
prompt cooperation among its departments, organize convenient resource management system for 
all types of resources, automate document management, automate production management, and a 
host of other features.

Efficiency of manufacturing operations can be increased by implementation of the complex software 
solution. 

GOST Manufacturing Automation system allows to monitor and administer manufacturing process on 
every stage and in any field.

All necessary 
manufacturing 
information is assembled 
in common databases

Clear system access 
control depending on 
production function

System is accessible 
24x7 from anywhere in 
the world via any mobile 
device

Successful synchronization 
of legal arrangements of 
the order and its actual 
performance

Reports and analytics on 
operations of all enterprises 
subordinate to the public or 
private enterprise

Full control of production 
operations of public 
enterprise or private 
company regardless of its 
geographic scale

request for 
production job

distribution of 
orders among 
enterprises 
(manufacturers 
of required 
products)

responsible manager inputs 
information about the beginning of 
production, materials used and order 
completion deadlines

input of client data and 
required materials into 
the system

attachment of 
commercial proposal 
and contract to the 
client’s data sheet

•	 Increased	quality	of	manufactured	
products

•	 Speed up of plan execution

•	 Increased level of transparency and 
quality	of	business	processes

•	 Costs optimization

•	 Increased	production	efficiency	and	
profitability	ratios,	which	can	be	detailed	
down to the level of a particular workshop 
or production area

•	 Increased competitive advantages

9
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G O S T C R M  
(C U S TO M E R R E LAT I O N S)

Implementation of GOST CRM system allows for full automation of your 
company’s client relations, to avoid “human errors”, increase managers’ 
productivity, and significantly increase sales efficiency.

System GOST CRM creates unified database of clients arranged by 
various types and kinds 

System can work both in local mode and in the “Client-Server” mode. 
Client-Server network technology allows to establish a corporate data 
processing pattern for client information.

System GOST CRM can be used as a CRM system for small and medium 
businesses to increase the managers’ efficiency and attract new 
customers.

All managers can 
operate the system 
simultaneously

Quick search for 
clients using first 
letters

Reliable data storage 
and database protection 
using login, password and 
single-use password

Wide analytics 
capabilities in form 
of diagrams, graphs, 
tables

Compatibility with 1C

Client data input into the system 
(company, its representative, all 
contacts, area of cooperation)

Administrator appoints responsible 
manager to work with a particular 
client

All manager’s activities 
(calls, meetings) and client 
communications history 
(negotiations, contracting) are 
recorded in the system

If an employee leaves the 
organization, client data is 
not lost, but remains the 
property of the company. Any 
changes are clearly reflected 
in the database.

System keeps track of managers’ 
performance reports and database 
populating (skipped required fields 
are marked in red)

Access via mobile 
devices

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

•	 Time savings on data input

•	 Increased sales levels and plan execution

•	 Capacity	for	quick	search	and	review	of	client	
communications history, which allows to 
increase the partnership levels

•	 Increased	quality	and	speed	of	
customer service

•	 Increased share of successful 
transactions

Basic functions of the GOST CRM system:

• Convenient reminder tool;

• Tracing history of customer relations;

• Contract administration

• Accounting for products, services, 
systems;

• Report preparation in accordance with 
user’s needs;

• Access control to the client’s 
information (policy on user groups and 
their access rights);

• Quick customer search system;

• User-friendly data sorting and filtering;

• Networking support, client-server 
technology;

• Use of various clipboards;

• Company client data import from MS 
Excel spreadsheets;

• Technology of client data gathering 
into the unified system.

10
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Client data  
(full name, contact 
phone, date of birth, 
car model and vehicle 
number plate) is 
immediately recorded 
in the system

Request for car repair 
is executed

Managers see incoming 
requests and expected 
workload online; create 
tasks for masters, who’re 
immediately informed 
about the upcoming work

Autoservice employee 
marks defects on the 
tablet, provides his or 
her comments on issues.

G O S T A U TO S E RV I C E 
M A N AG E M E N T

Car service center is an enterprise that connects several information flows: spare parts 
supplies, client inquiries, accounting for working hours and production costs. Software 
solution GOST Autoservice allows to merge these flows in one system and make company 
operations fully transparent for the director.

Common databases of 
all employees, clients, 
requests, spare parts and 
contracts

Compatibility with 1C

Car acceptance and defect 
recording in several clicks

Bar coding and cell-type 
storage of materials 

Quick access to all 
information on car service 
center operations online 
from anywhere in the world 
via any devices

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

•	 Increased customer service levels

•	 Increased transparency and optimization of business processes

•	 Decreased risk of loss of business

•	 Increased	quality	of	employees’	performance

•	 Time savings on repair ordering

•	 Time savings when processing payments

•	 Cost	savings	due	to	complete	control	of	financial	flows

11
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G O S T M E D I CA L F AC I L I T I E S
Software solution GOST Medical Facility is designed to automate all operating processes of a medical facility – 
diagnostic and treatment, financial and administrative. Implementing our system makes these processes more 
efficient which results in lower time losses and financial costs, thus increasing the company’s competitiveness.

Our software IT solution covers all major operations of healthcare facilities and major areas of information 
technologies implementation in the medicine – healthcare informational support. These areas include inter 
alia implementation of digital health passports, personification and increase of quality of medical services, 
organization of coordinated and timely medical assistance; equipment of doctors’ workplaces with electronic 
supporting systems for making clinical decisions, tools to prepare and maintain digital clinical history, tools 
for electronic prescription of drugs; development of IT-infrastructure in medicine, including communications of 
healthcare facilities with federal data processing centers, organization of effective digital data exchange on all 
levels: within the healthcare facility, between medical facilities, between the medical facility on one side and 
controlling and other government authorities on the other; active use of drug directories, disease classifications, 
other national and international directories, registers and classifications. 

Common databases of 
patients, doctors, hospital 
staff, contractors, medical 
facilities, preparations

Maintaining medical 
histories electronically

Ensure safety and 
authenticity of all medical 
data

Control of medical 
operations

Accounting for 
preparations and capacity 
for calculation of their 
amounts individually for 
patients

Necessary analysis and 
list of specialists to visit

Doctors’ timetable, results 
of analysis, treatment 
recommendations

Full name, date of birth, address, 
general health information, 
reasons for visit, consulting 
physician, department, date 
of hospital admission

Chief Physician reviews 
performance statistics of 
a particular doctor, lab or 
department. He or she can give  
online orders and instructions 
to employees

Electronic 
communication with 
medical facilities 

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S

•	 Increased level of customer service

•	 Time savings during patients 
diagnostication

•	 Increased	quality	of	medical	practice

•	 Increased accuracy of diagnosis 

•	 Increased	treatment	efficiency

12
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Night Club

Karaoke

GOST  
Entertainment  

Facilities
Café

Restaurant

G O S T E N T E RTA I N M E N T 
F AC I L I T I E S

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S
•	 Increased	quality	and	speed	of	customer	service

•	 Decreased risk of loss of business

•	 Cost savings due to full control of customer service from the 
moment of bill opening until payment

•	 Capability to receive information about VIP guests attending 
the clubs

•	 Video surveillance online in any facility of any club or 
restaurant allows to monitor whatever is happening in the 
establishment

Common databases 
of employees, clients, 
inquiries, spare parts and 
contracts

Control of financial flows Online video surveillance 
system

Operating access from 
any mobile device

Online kitchen to account 
for ingredients and control 
order preparation time

Software solution GOST Entertainment Facilities is designed for automation of entertainment 
business. Our software solution allows to arrange complicated financial flows typical for this 
sphere, and make them more transparent.

Implementation of GOST Educational Facilities will make your business more profitable and 
efficient.

13
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G O S T G R O U P  
P R O J E C T S
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BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION WITHIN  
THE LIMITS OF THE LAW №261-FZ

Automated information system “Energouchet” is a specialized solution within the limits of the 
Federal Law №261 dated November 23, 2009 “On energy saving and increase of energy efficiency”. 
Main purpose of AIS “Energouchet” is to automate business processes in order to comply with the 
requirements of the Law №261-FZ, including control of execution of the Government program of 
the Russian Federation on energy saving, accounting for utility expenses, real-time preparation of 
reports on utility payments under expenditure item №223, as well as automation of development and 
implementation of energy saving programs.

System is successfully used in the 
following departments of the city of 
Moscow:

Housing, Utilities and Amenities, 
Health, Major Repairs, Social Security, 
Education, Physical Training and 
Sports, Family and Youth Policy, 
Fuel and Energy Economy, Trade and 
Services.

System is used by 

Prefectures of Southern,  
South-Western, South-Eastern, 
Eastern, Western, North-Western, 
Northern, North-Eastern, Central 
and	Zelenogradsky	administrative	
districts.

Pilot version is used by the 
Administrative Department of 
the President of the Russian 
Federation and Bauman Moscow 
State Technical University Krasnodar Territory  

LLC “Krasnodar Water and Wastewater 
Treatment Plan”

Voronezh Region  
Administration of the Voronezh Region

Novgorod Region  
Government of the Novgorod Region

Tver Region  
Government of the Tver Region

Kaluga Region  
Government of the Kaluga Region

Ivanovo Region  
Administration of the Ivanovo Region

Pilot version of AIS Energouchet is installed 
in many regions of Russia

D E P LOY M E N T E F F E CT S I N M O S COW

•	 Increase of transparency of power supply expenses

•	 Employment of extrabudgetary funds from energy 
service companies due to increase of investment 
attractiveness of the objects, which have the system 
installed

•	 Automation of regulated reporting

•	 Tool	to	comply	with	the	Law	№261-FZ,	which	
stimulates resource supplying organizations to increase 
the	quality	of	supplied	fuel	and	energy	resources

•	 Competent energy saving management

•	 System implementation in all executive authorities of 
Moscow, budget savings amounted up to about 500 
million rubles per year.

GIS Energy 
Efficiency  
(GIS EE)

Regional level

Federal level

Automated workplace  
“Energy efficiency  

monitoring. Regulated 
Reporting” (ARM MEERO)

GOST AIS 
Energouchet

Data gathering system  
(Automatic system for commercial 

accounting of power consumption ASKUE)

ECGL and energy 
management controllers

Energy accounting 
meters
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Foundation of the federal operator  
of the reference data based on  
the GOST REFERENCE DATA SOLUTION

Federal
Ministries

Federal
Agencies

Federal
Services

Executive
Authorities

State
Corporations Electronic

trading
platforms

Large
commercial
corporations

Project
institutions

INFORMATION USERS

Systemized reference data

Specialized software

Rules, guidelines and regulations, 
and regulating documents

Leading experts on reference data

Scientific approach to reference 
data maintenance

System GOST 
Reference Data

Universal solutions

Regulating

Software openness

Access from all mobile devices

Notification mechanism

Ergonomic interface

Any deployment patterns

Overall lifecycle

Journaling and audit

Flexible control features

Industrial enterprises 
(plants, factories)

Fuel and Energy 
Sector

AgricultureScience

INFORMATION SUPPLIERS
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Development of the automated system of data gathering  
and processing on orders of the Ministry of energy  
for the System operator of the Unified power system

System was developed for the System Operator of the 
Unified Power System. Main purpose of the system is to 
automate business processes related to data gathering 
and processing on orders of the Ministry of Energy of 
the Russian Federation to ensure steady power supply 
and quality of electric energy in accordance with 
the requirements of technical regulations and other 
statutory acts.

AS G&PD was developed in order to organize 
a unified information space based on modern 
hardware and software and information 
technologies for all participants of the energy 
industry. AS G&PD is meant to become the 
information and analytical basis to monitor 
technical condition of the equipment, identify 
threats and risks, evaluate current and 
expected reliability and safety levels of the 

power generating objects. Main effect, which 
is expected from the implementation of AS 
G&PD, is to increase the information level of the 
Ministry of Energy of the Russian Federation, 
CJSC “Technical Inspection of the Unified Power 
System” and other organizations that regulate 
and manage in the power industry about 
technical condition of equipment units and 
power industry objects.

Online data gathering: 

• on orders of the Ministry of Energy 
of the Russian Federation №340 
dated 23.07.2012 and №114 dated 
24.03.2010

• on revenues and expenses 
of energy companies  
with public ownership

• on business plans

• on procurement

• on automation  
of ORGRES methods

Access  
from all types  
of mobile  
devices
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Development of the Corporate information management 
system (CIMS) procurement for the Federal grid company

•	 gathering needs of all subdivisions and branches on procurement of products, works 
and services (by types of operations);

•	 execution	of	annual	complex	program	(plan)	for	procurement;	finalizing	and	approval,	
and program adjustment, if necessary;

•	 execution of the procurement procedure in accordance with the approved annual plan 
(perfection	of	positions,	generation	of	purchasing	lots,	specification	of	plan	items	for	
procurement activities);

•	 integration	with	the	electronic	trading	platform,	which	publishes	notifications	about	
procurement, collects and appraises applications, executes procurement documents;

•	 control and analysis of procurement plan performance (consolidation of data on 
procurement from all interfacing systems, data analysis, analysis of planned and actual 
expenses, analysis of offers, contract performance control);

•	 preparation of multi-level reporting on procurement procedures.

System includes fully implemented status profile of the Federal Grid Company

Automation of all reporting on procurement operations

Architecture behind the system allows it to integrate with all electronic trading platforms

Real-time preparation of any reports, required by the Federal Grid Company management

Quick automatic preparation of reports for the Ministry of Energy

•	 Cheaper	and	higher	quality	solution	as	compared	to	
similar products

•	 System is developed using the latest technologies and 
based on the most reliable data storage platform

•	 Intuitive interface (user training only takes a few days)

•	 Capability to upload and download data in any popular 
format allows to bring them all to a single format, 
acknowledged by time

•	 System access is available 24x7 from any mobile devices
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System is used to automate the operations of structural subdivisions of the 
Department and affiliated companies working in the following areas:

Budgeting Management System  
GOST AIS BPM

preparation 
of budgeting, 
analytical and 

financial reporting

execution of 
documents on 
acceptance of 

works completed

budget planning, 
including planning for 
budget revenues and 

expenditures of Moscow 
and for  

budget  
performance  

control

execution  
of billing  

documents

budgetary accounting 
for the results 

of financial and 
operational activities, 

administration 

control  
of execution  

of government 
contracts

accounting  
for incurred  

budget  
obligations  

and contracts
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Execution of the 
procurement plan

Contract 
performance  
control

In accordance with 
the Law №223-FZ

Formation of 
demands

Inclusion  
into the plan

Formation 
of the lot

Formation 
of the lot

Order placement 
on the electronic 
trading platform

Summary on tender 
results

“Procurement Light” is an automated information system, which allows to 
efficiently conduct procurement activities of any company/public enterprise 
taking into consideration the requirements of the Law №223-FZ “On procurement 
of products, works, services by specific types of legal entities”. Main purpose of the 
AIS “Procurement Light” is to quickly organize and hold competitive tendering by 
various types of companies or by holding-type groups of companies.

• integration of multiple functions within a single device and 
capability to increase the number of performed operations and 
supported equipment

• wire connection with instruments within the system ensures: 
uninterrupted connection, A/J, information protection from 
fraudulent interference; organization of control and management 
of various business activities 

• automatic performance of activities to ensure safety of the heat 
consumption regulation system, related to incapacitation of the 
equipment and power outage

SYSTEM “PROCUREMENT LIGHT”

Development of the innovative device – controller, heat 
calculator, flowmeter and regulator in a single device 
GOST ESKO-TERRA (jointly with “ESKO 3E”)
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GOST AIS PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER

Solution was developed together with the company “GorElectroMontazh”, which 
performs works on design and installation of power equipment, startup and 
adjustment works. Requests management allows to distribute newly received 
requests among masters, prepare production statistics for any reporting period.

Unified electronic inventory database on all engineering infrastructure of any 
enterprise allows to gain real time access to all engineering documents of any 
object construction, where this information system is implemented.

System users  
prepare a request

Task for an employee

Request for 
materials

Request 
register

D O N E

Request 
register

Task 
register

Engineer

Chief power engineer

Chief mechanic

Telephone hub

Business process automation of engineering supervision  
of the Department of health of Moscow based  
on the solution GOST AIS Remote control

Smartphone Vehicle trackerGOST AIS Remote control

AIS “Remote Control” is an information system featuring powerful capabilities to track movements of 
objects, such as company vehicles or employees, on the map in real time.

Application of the information system allows to automatically track the facts of attendance of various 
locations, for example, to control the visit schedule of objects under construction by employees of 
engineering supervision, or to track freight vehicles.
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ERP SYSTEM FOR ONE OF THE LARGEST 
SUPPLIERS OF LIGHTING EQUIPMENT IN RUSSIA

SYSTEM FOR AUTOSERVICE MANAGEMENT 
FOR THE CAR CUSTOM CLUB

Implementation of ERP systems allows 
to minimize warehouse stock, optimize 
production cycle, speed up order 
processing, and improve the quality of 
customer service.

System allows to automatically control 
the volume of works, employees’ 
wages; develop discount system; 
account for materials use; and receive 
online reports on works completed for 
any period.
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NETWORK OF TICKET  
SALES KIOSKS ALEVRICO

NETWORK OF SENSOR  
INFORMATION TERMINALS GOROD

Alevrico kiosks are installed in 
London – one of the most interesting 
and visited cities of the world. Tourists 
can easily purchase tickets for cultural 
events, to museums, for tours, using 
convenient interface offering support 
in 12 languages.

Kiosks are equipped with interactive 
touchscreen, credit or debit cards are 
used for payments, after which tickets 
are printed immediately.

Project was implemented on the 
threshold of Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, which made it very 
contemporary. 

Gorod terminal network is a unique 
advertising platform, which allows 
service companies to contact guests of 
Moscow hotels. Gorod terminals serve 
as tourist guides. Using our kiosks, 
hotel guests can find information about 
Moscow museums, theaters, parks, shops, 
beauty parlors and restaurants, and 
also use convenient interactive city and 
metro maps. User-friendly multilingual 
interface makes information accessible 
for every visitor of Moscow.
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AUTOMATION OF OPERATIONS 
OF MANAGING COMPANIES BASED 
ON THE GOST AIS HOUSING 
AND UTILITIES SOLUTION

GOST AIS Housing and Utilities is an open configuration 
of software and hardware solutions used to regulate and 
control core processes of utilization of residential and non-
residential real estate.
Software and hardware video surveillance and control 
complex allows to ensure completion of all preventive 
maintenance works based on tentative regulation, minimize 
time to eliminate accidents, and implement a structure to 
ensure optimal workload of production employees.

Access control  
module

Module to work with 
the tenant

Dispatching module 
“Smart Home”

Energy	efficiency	
module

АИС-ЖКХ
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MOBILE APPLICATION OF THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY 
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

MOBILE APPLICATION WITH INFORMATION 
ABOUT THE ACTIVITIES OF MOSCOW PARKS
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MOBILE SCADA

GOST Group together with Moscow Plant of 
Thermal Automation developed a solution 
for monitoring and remote management 
of engineering infrastructure of all objects, 
from which data is collected for the GOST AIS 
Energouchet system, implemented in Moscow 
within the limits of the Law 261-FZ “On energy 
saving and increase of energy efficiency”. All 
monitoring and management is done from any 
types of mobile devices, i.e. from iPad.

MOBILE APPLICATION FOR FITNESS HOLDING

Mobile application Circulation allows user to receive current information about account 
balance and cash flows from the database of the main Circulation program by exchanging 
data with the web service. Data presentation in mobile app allows to momentarily access 
required information, also providing capability to request full reports to be sent to the users’ 
e-mail.

After single request user can review previously collected data distributed by date of request 
and target interval offline.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MOBILE 
APPLICATION TO EXECUTE ORDERS 
IN THE “CHAIKHONA #1” RESTAURANT
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WEBSITE OF THE DEPARTMENT  
OF FUEL AND ENERGY ECONOMY

DESIGN OF WEBSITE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR THE 
NATIONAL AGENCY FOR QUALIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
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WEBSITE OF THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY  
OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

WEBSITE OF THE RUSSIAN ENERGY AGENCY

minenergo.gov.ru

rosenergo.gov.ru
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COMPLEX AUTOMATION OF ENERGY SALES  
OPERATIONS OF OJSC “MOSGORENERGO”

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT FOR MOSGORENERGO

Complex automation of energy sales operations of OJSC “Mosenergo” intended to increase efficiency 
of the core business processes by:

• automation of internal business processes of OJSC “Mosenergo”;

• automation of customer relations;

• automation of communication processes within the hierarchy of power industry 
enterprises;

• automation of communications with external systems and organizations;

Main goals of the automation:

• to gain competitive advantage on the market by optimizing and improving business 
processes based on the modern information technologies;

• to increase efficiency of company subdivisions’ operations and release internal resources;

• to optimize business processes and implement modern methods of operational 
management in energy sales subdivisions of the Company;

• support of managerial decision making based on the analysis of economic indicators of 
company operations.
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WEBSITE MODERNIZATION FOR LLC “OBORONSTROY”

WEBSITE AND CORPORATE IDENTITY DESIGN  
FOR LLC “OBORONENERGOEFFECTIVNOST”
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COMPLEX AUTOMATION OF ENERGY SALES  
OPERATIONS OF SUE “MOSSVET”

In the course of project execution the following systems were developed:

AUTOMATED SYSTEM TO MANAGE TANGIBLE ASSETS, FUNDS, TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIRS

Automation of accounting for the results of control of connections to the external lighting networks; 
accounting	 for	 documents	 delivered	 to	 the	 Urban	 Property	 Department	 of	Moscow	 to	 reflect	 new	
external lighting objects in city’s books; accounting for objects, included in the illumination programs 
for the territory of Moscow.

AUTOMATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR EXTERNAL ILLUMINATION OF MOSCOW

Automation of management of external lighting from control stations (CS); diagnostics of conditions 
of	power	and	telematics	equipment	of	 feeding	centers	 (FC)	and	controllable	voltage	transformers-
regulators;	 diagnostics	 of	 unauthorized	 access	 to	 the	 equipment	 of	 feeding	 enters	 and	 voltage	
transformers-regulators; technical recording of energy consumption in the external lighting system; 
measurement of energy parameters (voltage, current, power) of FCs and voltage transformers-
regulators; real-time display of information on conditions of objects of external lighting system on 
the monitor in a convenient form; transfer of data on conditions of external lighting system to the 
Operating Department of the Fuel and Energy Economy Department, to process supervisory and other 
city services and organizations; provision of safety in the system working process and data exchange 
with subsystems of the information management system of the external lighting (IMSEL) and other 
systems of municipal service and facilities; control and coordination of dispatchers’ performance (for 
central dispatcher board).

GEOINFORMATION SYSTEM “DIGITAL CITY MAP”

Automation of production processes of SUE “Mossvet” – provision of spatial data to the users of the 
Integrated	Automated	Information	System	–	Unified	Geoniformation	Space,	Automated	Management	
System of External Lighting  and UFAPTOiR

AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING PAYMENTS BY USERS OF ENERGY AND OTHER 
SERVICES

Automation	of	execution	of	bills,	invoices	and	settlement	certificates	for	contracts	on	power	supply,	
use of poles, payments for other services (except for energy supply and use of poles), and preparation 
of formalized reporting on all settlements with customers.
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GOST MOBILE MANAGER’S PORTAL

“GOST Mobile Manager’s Portal” 
allows to view location and outlook of 
objects (Thermal power plants, State 
District Power Plants, coal, gas and oil 
minefields, etc.).

Country and regional borders are 
visible on the globe. Also, by “rotating” 
the globe you can see oil pipelines, 
gas pipelines and other energy 
infrastructure objects.

Main goal of the Automated Workstation “GOST 
Mobile Manager’s Portal” is to display current 
information on all power objects in Russia and 
all over the world.

This solution uses the latest technologies and 
based on the unique platform, which allows 
to display large amounts of heterogeneous 
information without the loss of productivity.

This allows to process large arrays of data from 
any mobile devices.

This Solution provides for split interactive access 
for various user categories, depending on their 
authority and scope of information.

Product was developed by our professionals for 
the management of the Ministry of Energy of the 
Russian Federation.
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MODERNIZATION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT  
OF THE AUTOMATED WORKING STATION “MONITORING 
OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY, REGULATED REPORTING”

Federal State Budgetary Institution “Russian Energy Agency”, based on the quarterly presentation by the 
regions of the Russian Federation of information on energy resources consumption in the public sector 
in accordance with the letters of the Minister of Economic Development of the Russian Federation E.S. 
Nabiullina ext.№ 2407-ЭН/Д07 dated 19.02.2010 and №6420-ЭН/Д07 dated 04.04.2011, performs 
quarterly assessment and determination of specific consumption of energy resources (power, heat, hot 
and cold water, gas) by regional and municipal institutions.

As of today, AWS “Monitoring of Energy Efficiency. Regulated Reporting” is the major tool to prepare 
quarterly bulletins on analysis of performance under provisions of the Federal Law №261 dated 
23.11.2009 “On energy saving and increase of energy efficiency and on introducing amendments to 
certain legislative acts of the Russian Federation” in public sector by federal districts and regions of 
the Russian Federation.

GOST Group have been conducting modernization and technical support of the AWS “Monitoring of 
Energy Efficiency. Regulated Reporting” for over a year.
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WEBSITE FOR THE COMPANY “FISH. RICE”
riba-ris.ru

WEBSITE FOR THE SPORT NUTRITION COMPANY
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WEBSITE FOR STANISLAV IGOREVICH BELZA
sbelza.ru

WEBSITE FOR THE COMPANY “WHITE CHAMBER”
belyterem.com
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WEBSITE FOR THE COMPANY  
“CORPORATION OF ENTERTAINMENTS”
aeteh.ru

WEBSITE FOR THE COMPANY “SANSKRIT GROUP”
sanskritgroup.com
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PROMOTION WEBSITE FOR THE MINSK GOLF CLUB
golf-club.by

PORTAL FOR THE SHARED DISCOUNT CENTER
edcentr.ru
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TESTIMONIALS AND DIPLOMAS

Letter of gratitude from 
the Department of Culture 
of Moscow for the “AIS 
Energouchet” system

Letter of gratitude from the 
Russian Energy Agency for 
the “AIS Energouchet” system
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Letter of gratitude from 
the Department of Fuel and 
Energy Economy of Moscow 
for the website development 
and maintenance
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We	would	like	to	invite	you	to	mutually	beneficial	
cooperation on issues related to the automation 
of business processes in any industry

sales@gost-group.com

+7 (499) 553-49-49


